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Visual acuity is limited by the size and density of the smallest retinal ganglion cells, which correspond to the midget ganglion cells in
primate retina and the -ganglion cells in cat retina, both of which have concentric receptive fields that respond at either light-On or
light-Off. In contrast, the smallest ganglion cells in the rabbit retina are the local edge detectors (LEDs), which respond to spot illumina-
tion at both light-On and light-Off. However, the LEDs do not predominate in the rabbit retina and the question arises, what role do they
play in fine spatial vision? We studied the morphology and physiology of LEDs in the isolated rabbit retina and examined how their
response properties are shaped by the excitatory and inhibitory inputs. Although the LEDs comprise only15% of the ganglion cells,
neighboring LEDs are separated by 30–40mon the visual streak, which is sufficient to account for the grating acuity of the rabbit. The
spatial and temporal receptive-field properties of LEDs are generated by distinct inhibitorymechanisms. The strong inhibitory surround
acts presynaptically to suppress both the excitation and the inhibition elicited by center stimulation. The temporal properties, charac-
terized by sluggish onset, sustained firing, and low bandwidth, are mediated by the temporal properties of the bipolar cells and by
postsynaptic interactions between the excitatory and inhibitory inputs. We propose that the LEDs signal fine spatial detail during visual
fixation, when high temporal frequencies are minimal.
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Introduction
In the primate retina, the spatial resolving power is set by the
midget ganglion cells, which account for 70–80%of the ganglion
cells. In othermammalian retinas, homologous types of ganglion
cells are thought to perform a similar function: in thewell studied
cat retina, the X-cells/-cells account for 50% of the ganglion
cells (Wa¨ssle, 2004). However, it has yet to be demonstrated that
fine spatial vision is mediated by such ganglion cells in other
model species.
Although the rabbit retina contains brisk-sustained concen-
tric cells that are similar to X-cells (Caldwell and Daw, 1978;
Vaney et al., 1981), the ganglion cells with the smallest receptive
fields are the local edge detectors (LEDs), which are encountered
infrequently by extracellular recording electrodes (Levick, 1967).
The small receptive field of LEDs is matched by a small dendritic
field (Amthor et al., 1989), and correspondingly, several studies
suggest that LEDsmay be the commonest type of ganglion cell in
the rabbit retina (DeVries and Baylor, 1997; Rockhill et al., 2002).
However, there are at least a dozen types of ganglion cells in the
rabbit retina, none of which predominate numerically. So the
question arises, what role do the LEDs play in fine spatial vision?
LEDs have complex receptive-field properties, which contrast
with the simple bandpass properties of brisk-sustained X-cells.
LEDs respond with sustained firing to stimulation of the
receptive-field center by a light or dark spot but they are unre-
sponsive to full-field stimuli, indicating that the LEDs have a
strong inhibitory surround (Levick, 1967). The On and Off re-
sponses of LEDs are not symmetrical (Roska andWerblin, 2001),
and when mapped with white-noise stimuli, LEDs appear to be
essentially Off-center cells (DeVries and Baylor, 1997; Zeck et al.,
2005). This is surprising given that the LEDs appear to stratify
primarily in the On sublamina of the inner plexiform layer, but
their location at the border of the On andOff sublaminas enables
LEDs to receive input from both On and Off bipolar cells
(Famiglietti, 2005a,b). LEDs are not confined to prey species like
the rabbit, mouse, and guinea pig (Xu et al., 2005; Zeck et al.,
2005; Berry, 2006; van Wyk, 2006), but are also present in pred-
ator species like the cat (Cleland and Levick, 1974; Berson et al.,
1998), and may well be an integral component of the primate
retina (Rodieck and Watanabe, 1993).
In his original study, Levick (1967) emphasized that LEDs
detect contrast borders that are local to the receptive-field center,
hence the name, but Roska and Werblin (2001) have shown that
LEDs also respond to extended edges, like the brisk-sustained
cells. Although the response properties of LEDs and brisk-
sustained cells have been compared with emphasis on the spatial
domain (Zeck et al., 2005), it is essential to also examine the
behavior of LEDs in the temporal domain, where many of their
complex properties become apparent.
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Materials andMethods
Experiments were performed on adult pigmented rabbits of either sex.
All reagents were obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO), unless otherwise
indicated. Experiments conducted in Brisbane, Australia, were in accor-
dance with the Australian Code of Practice and the protocols were ap-
proved by theAnimal Ethics Committee at theUniversity ofQueensland,
whereas experiments conducted in Portland, Oregon, were in accor-
dance with National Institutes of Health guidelines, and the protocols
were approved by the Institutional Animal Care Committee at Oregon
Health & Science University.
Intracellular dye injection and histochemical labeling. The methods for
intracellular dye injection of microscopically identified neurons in the
isolated rabbit retina have been described in detail previously (Hampson
et al., 1992). After anesthesia with ketamine (40 mg/kg) and xylazine (10
mg/kg), 0.4 mg of 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) was injected
into the vitreous (Masland et al., 1984), and 2 d later, the animal was
administered a pentobarbitone overdose. The eyes were enucleated, he-
misected, and the retina was separated from the underlying choroid.
Isolated pieces of retinaweremounted photoreceptor side downonblack
filter paper (AABG02500; Millipore, Bedford, MA) and superfused with
carbogenated Ames medium at room temperature. The ganglion cell
somata were vitally labeled with acridine orange, which produced a flu-
orescent Nissl-like staining in the perinuclear cytoplasm (Sandell and
Masland, 1988; Dacey, 1989a; Vaney, 2004).
The sharp electrodes (120 M) were filled with either Alexa Fluor
hydrazide (Alexa; 0.2% in water; Invitrogen, Eugene, OR) or a combina-
tion of Neurobiotin (4%; Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) and
Lucifer yellow (0.5%) in 0.1 M Tris buffer, pH 7.6. Alexa or Neurobiotin
was iontophoresed into impaled cells for 1 min using –0.5 or 1 nA
current, respectively. Tissue containing Neurobiotin-injected cells was
incubated at 35°C for 30–120 min to allow diffusion of the tracer across
gap junctions (Vaney, 1991). The retina was fixed for 40–60 min in
freshly prepared 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M PBS, pH 7.4. The Neu-
robiotin was visualized by incubating the retina overnight in 1:200
streptavidin–Alexa 488 (Invitrogen) and 0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS.
The dendritic morphology of dye-injected LEDs was reconstructed
using confocal microscopy. A convex polygon was traced around the
peripheral dendrites to delineate the dendritic field and the diameter
calculated from a circle of equivalent area. The density of DAPI-labeled
starburst amacrine cells overlapping each LEDwasmeasured and used to
calculate the eccentricity from the visual streak, based on published den-
sity profiles of starburst cells (Masland et al., 1984; Vaney, 1984).
Amacrine cells containingGABAor glycinewere labeledwith antibod-
ies provided by D. V. Pow (University of Newcastle, Newcastle, New
SouthWales, Australia) (Pow et al., 1995). The fixed tissuewas incubated
for 7 d at 4°C in a 1:400 primary antibody solution containing 0.5%
TritonX-100, 2%bovine serumalbumin (BSA), and 0.02% sodiumazide
in 0.1 M PBS. The tissue was subsequently washed for 30min in 0.1 M PBS
and incubated overnight in 1:200 Cy3-conjugated secondary antibody
(Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ), 0.5% Triton X-100, and 2%
BSA in 0.1% PBS. Amacrine cells containing nitric oxide synthase were
labeled by NADPH–diaphorase histochemistry, by incubating fixed tis-
sue for 30–120min at 37°C in a reactionmixture containing 15mMmalic
acid, 1mMMnCl2, 1mMNADP, 0.2mM nitroblue tetrazolium, and 0.2%
Triton X-100 in 0.1 M Tris buffer, pH 8.2 (Sagar, 1986; Vaney and Young,
1988). Indoleamine-accumulating amacrine cells were labeled by incu-
bating fresh retina at 37°C for 30 min in Ames medium containing 40
g/ml of the fluorescent serotonin analog 5,7-dihydroxytryptamine
(5,7-dHT) (Ehinger and Flore´n, 1976; Vaney, 1986).
Extracellular and patch-clamp recording.Themethods for patch-clamp
recording of the visually evoked currents in retinal ganglion cells have
been described in detail previously (Taylor andVaney, 2002). The rabbits
were dark-adapted, and after pentobarbitone overdose, the eyes were
enucleated under dim-red illumination and the retinas were removed. A
piece of inferior retina was adhered photoreceptor side down to a cover
glass coated with poly-L-lysine and then placed in a recording chamber
perfusedwith Amesmedium at 34–36°C, pH 7.4. The ganglion cells were
targeted for recording using infrared differential interference contrast
(IR-DIC) optics.
Extracellular and patch electrodes were pulled from borosilicate glass
to a final resistance of 5–8 M. The extracellular electrodes were filled
with Ames medium, whereas the patch electrodes contained the follow-
ing: 135 mM Cs-methylsulfonate, 6 mM CsCl, 2 mM Na-ATP, 1 mM Na-
GTP, 1 mM EGTA, 2 mM MgCl, 5 mM Na-HEPES, and 5 mM lidocaine
N-ethyl bromide (QX-314). Cesium was used in place of potassium to
block voltage-gated potassium currents and thereby improve the quality
of the voltage clamp at positive potentials. The QX-314 was included to
block voltage-gated sodium channels and abolished all spiking activity
within 1–2 min of establishing the whole-cell configuration. For whole-
cell current-clamp recordings, potassium rather than cesiumwas used in
the intracellular solution and the QX-314 was omitted. A liquid junction
potential of –10 mV was subtracted from all voltages; there was no rou-
tine compensation for the series resistance. The chloride reversal poten-
tial, ECl, for these solutions was calculated to be approximately –54 mV,
assuming that Br is 1.5 times more permeable that Cl through the inhib-
itory chloride channels (Bormann et al., 1987).
The conductance analysis methods have been described previously
(Borg-Graham, 2001; Taylor and Vaney, 2002). Briefly, the light re-
sponses were recorded at holding potentials from –100 to20 mV in 15
mV steps. The current–voltage relation (IV ) for the net light-evoked
current was measured at 5 or 10 ms intervals, and at each time point, a
line was fitted to the IV curve between –85 and –25mV (see Fig. 8B). The
slope and the voltage axis intercept of the line provided measures of the
light-evoked synaptic conductance (Gm) and the synaptic reversal poten-
tial (Vr), respectively. The excitatory component, Ge, and the inhibitory
component, Gi, of the synaptic conductance can be calculated from Gm
usingVr, which reflects the relative magnitudes ofGe andGi. AsGm3 0,
the variance ofVr became very large because of noise in the data points. In
the interests of clarity,Vr has been blanked-out in the figures whenGm
0.5 nS. It is also worth noting that, in some cases, Vr was more hyperpo-
larized than the calculated ECl (see Fig. 11), which resulted in negative
excitatory conductance values. This could occur if a tonic excitatory
conductance was shut off by the light stimulus. Although LEDs did dis-
play some tonic synaptic input (see Fig. 5A), the light-evoked synaptic
inputs to these cells were clearly dominated by increases in conductance.
A negative excitatory conductance could also be calculated if the actual
ECl was more negative than the predicted value. In any case, such effects
were too small and variable to analyze quantitatively and do not have a
significant bearing on the results or conclusions.
The light stimuli were generated on a Macintosh computer monitor
with a refresh rate of 85 Hz, using only the green gun of the cathode ray
tube. The stimuli were projected through the microscope and focused
onto the photoreceptor outer segments, via the 20 water immersion
objective (numerical aperture, 0.95). The background light intensity
(LBACK) was set to 150W/m
2 at the retinal surface, which for the green
phosphor of the stimulus monitor corresponds to 400
photons  m2  s1. Assuming a collecting area for the rabbit rods of
1 m2, the background intensity was well above the scotopic range.
The stimulus light intensity (LSTIM)was set to 30W/m
2 for dark stimuli
and to 270 W/m2 for bright stimuli. Thus, the percentage stimulus
contrast, defined asC 100 (LSTIM – LBACK)/LBACK, ranged from –80
to80%.
The spatiotemporal white-noise stimuli comprised an 8  8 array of
40 m squares. Stimulus frames were presented every 47.12 ms (21.22
Hz), which was one-quarter of the frame rate of the stimulus monitor.
The reduced temporal bandwidth of the stimulus produced more vigor-
ous responses in the sluggish LEDs. For each frame, each pixel was ran-
domly assigned an intensity either higher (p 0.4), lower (p 0.4), or
equal (p 0.2) to the background intensity; the mean contrast was set to
64%. Six 30 s trials were applied and the spike-triggered average stimuli
were accumulated fromall trials to generate the results shown in Figure 7.
The time course of the spike-triggered average stimulus was calculated
from the pixels within the receptive-field center, whichwas defined as the
area in which the spike-triggered average intensity exceeded the back-
ground variance by 2 SDs, 150 ms before the spike (see Fig. 7C). The
receptive-field size was calculated using a least-squares minimization
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routine (Igor Pro; Wavemetrics, Lake Oswego, OR) to fit a two-
dimensional Gaussian to this image according to the following equation:
z  z0  zmax exp 12  	x x0
cos   	y y0
 sin x 
2
  	x x0
 sin   	y y0
cos y 
2 ,
where z is the pixel intensity, z0 is the baseline offset, zmax is the peak
intensity, (x0, y0) is the location of the peak, x and y are the widths
along the long and short axes of the Gaussian, and  is the orientation of
the long axis. For all the fits, z0 was not significantly different from zero.
Results
Cell identification and dendritic morphology
The LEDs were targeted microscopically on the basis of their
distinctive somatic appearance. In whole-mount retinas labeled
with acridine orange, which produced a fluorescent Nissl-like
staining of the cytoplasm, the somata of LEDs were 12 m in
diameter, which is smaller than most ganglion cell somata in the
rabbit retina. The semicircular nucleus of LEDs was offset to one
side of the soma and occupied about one-half of the cytoplasmic
volume (Fig. 1, circle). With practice, the LEDs could be selected
for intracellular injection under directmicroscopic control with a
success rate approaching 70% in peripheral retina; the LEDswere
much harder to identify in the visual streak, where the somata of
ganglion cells are smaller and more uniform in appearance.
The injection of Lucifer yellow, Alexa Fluor hydrazide, or
Neurobiotin into LEDs revealed their characteristic dendritic
morphology, which matched that previously described in the
rabbit retina (Amthor et al., 1989; Roska and Werblin, 2001;
Rockhill et al., 2002; Famiglietti, 2005b). The small soma gave rise
to a correspondingly thin axon, as expected for a ganglion cell
type with a slow conduction velocity (Caldwell and Daw, 1978;
Vaney et al., 1981). The LEDs had a highly branched dendritic
tree containing numerous terminal dendrites; most of the den-
drites stratified in the middle of the inner plexiform layer (stra-
tum 3), but some dendrites extended a few micrometers more
distally toward stratum 2 (Fig. 2A,B). The stratification level
could be visualized by injecting one dye into an LED and a differ-
ent dye into an overlapping On–Off direction-selective ganglion
cell (DSGC), whose bistratified dendrites branched at 20 and
70% depth of the inner plexiform layer, where 0% depth corre-
sponds to the border of the inner nuclear and inner plexiform
layers. Such preparations showed that LEDs stratify between the
On and Off strata of the DSGC, at 45% depth of the inner
plexiform layer (Fig. 2C,D).
To determine how the dendritic-field size of the LEDs varied
with retinal eccentricity, 23 cells were injected with dye and pho-
tographed; a convex polygon was then traced around the distal
dendritic tips, and the dendritic-field area was measured. LEDs
were encountered at all eccentricities and showed a 20-fold in-
crease in dendritic-field area from central retina to the far periph-
Figure 1. Microscopic identification of LED somata. Shown is a fluorescencemicrograph of a
piece of rabbit retina labeledwith acridine orange,with the focus on the ganglion cell layer; this
field was located 1mm ventral to the visual streak. Presumptive LEDs (circles) can be identified
by the size and shape of the soma and nucleus.
Figure2. Dendriticmorphology and stratification of LEDs.A, Through-projection of anAlexa
488-injected LED reconstructed from 29 confocal micrographs. B, Side projection of the same
cell.C, Through-projectionof anAlexa 568-injected LEDwith anoverlappingAlexa 488-injected
On–Off direction-selective ganglion cell.D, Side projection of the same cells; themonostratified
dendrites of the LED are sandwiched between the bistratified dendrites of the direction-
selective cell. The vertical dimension in B and D has been stretched for illustration purposes.
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ery: one cell located within 1 mm of the peak visual streak had an
equivalent diameter of 60 m, whereas two cells located 12 mm
ventral from the streak had equivalent diameters of 250 and 280
m(Fig. 3A). In another experiment, just the ganglion cells in the
peak visual streakwere targeted and the 10 injected LEDs that had
the smallest dendritic fields ranged in size from 49 to 68 m
equivalent diameter (mean, 62 7 m). The dendritic-field di-
ameters of LEDs were comparable with those reported in previ-
ous studies of central rabbit retina [80 m (Amthor et al.,
1989); 50–150 m (Famiglietti, 2005b)] and midperipheral ret-
ina [150–200 m (Rockhill et al., 2002)].
Dendritic-field overlap and cell density
To examine the dendritic-field overlap of LEDs, two or three
neighboring cells were injected with different fluorescent dyes
(Fig. 3B). Confirmation that such pairs or triplets of cells com-
prised a single morphological type was provided by (1) the uni-
form dendritic morphology, (2) the minimal local variation in
dendritic-field size, and (3) the precise costratification of the den-
drites. This enabled us to exclude from consideration the G2
ganglion cells, which have a more open dendritic morphology,
larger dendritic fields, and stratify at 55% depth of the inner
plexiform layer (Rockhill et al., 2002). In the dual- and triple-
labeled preparations, it was apparent that the dendritic trees of
neighboring LEDs partially overlapped, with the dendrites of one
cell usually stopping a little short of the soma of the adjacent cell.
This is shown in Figure 3B for three neighboring LEDs located
3 mm ventral to the peak visual streak; the dendritic-field or-
ganization of LEDs within the visual streak was qualitatively
similar.
Such dendritic-field overlap, with the somatic spacing being
about one-half of the dendritic-field diameter, is shown by other
types of ganglion cells (Koch et al., 2006), including the -cells,
-cells, and monoamine-accumulating ganglion cells of the cat
retina (Wa¨ssle et al., 1981; Dacey, 1989b). In contrast, the
direction-selective ganglion cells of the rabbit retina and the
midget ganglion cells of the primate retina show a territorial
dendritic-field organization, with restricted dendritic-field over-
lap (Buhl and Peichl, 1986; Dacey, 1993; Vaney, 1994; Amthor
and Oyster, 1995).
The dendritic-field overlap of the LEDs was calculated by
multiplying the dendritic-field area by the local cell density,
which was derived by assuming that the LED somata approxi-
mate a regular square array: for somata separated by x mm, the
density would be 1/x2 cells/mm2. (Regular hexagonal packing of
the somata would increase the density by a factor of 2/3 or
1.15-fold.) Themean somatic spacing of the three LEDs in Figure
3B is 80 m, indicating that the local density of LEDs is 156
cells/mm2; the mean dendritic-field area of the three LEDs is
0.0133 mm2, giving a 2.1-fold dendritic-field overlap. The den-
sity of all ganglion cells located 3 mm ventral to the visual streak
is 1000 cells/mm2 (Provis, 1979; Vaney, 1980b; Oyster et al.,
1981), indicating that the LEDs account for 16% of the gan-
glion cells at this retinal eccentricity. Another triplet of LEDs
located 1 mm ventral to the peak visual streak had a mean
dendritic-field diameter of 72 m and a mean somal separation
of 46 m, indicating a density of 475 cells/mm2 and a 1.9-fold
dendritic-field overlap.
If the smallest LEDs in the peak visual streak also have a two-
fold dendritic-field overlap, then their intercellular spacing can
be calculated simply from the dendritic-field size: a diameter of
62 7mwould produce a somal separation of 39 5m. The
actual spacing may be near the lower end of this range because
one pair of dye-injected LEDs in the peak visual streak was sepa-
rated by only 28 m spacing and another pair recorded near the
peak visual streak had a center-to-center spacing of 34 m (see
below, Spatial response properties). A square array of LEDs with
a spacing of 39  5 m would have a density of 550–850 cells/
mm2, which would account for 11–17% of the 5000 ganglion
cells/mm2 in the peak visual streak (Provis, 1979; Vaney, 1980b;
Oyster et al., 1981).
To provide an independent estimate of the proportion of
LEDs in the visual streak, ganglion cells located250mventral
of the peak visual streak were randomly selected for dye injection
by moving the microscope stage an arbitrary distance and then
targeting the ganglion cell located in the center of the oculars.
Seven of the 49 ganglion cells recovered had the distinctive den-
dritic morphology of LEDs, and they had smaller dendritic trees
Figure 3. Retinal topography of LEDs. A, Dendritic-field size of Neurobiotin-injected cells
increased as the ganglion cell density declined with retinal eccentricity from the visual streak;
the circles mark one cell near the streak and another in the far periphery whose dendritic
morphology is shown in the inset drawings, scaled relative to the vertical axis of the graph. B,
Confocal reconstruction of three adjacent LEDs injectedwithAlexa Fluor dyes (green, Alexa 488;
red, Alexa 568; yellow,Alexa 488andAlexa 568) shows that they overlap substantially,with the
dendrites of each cell reaching almost as far as the soma of the neighbors.
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than any of the other 42 ganglion cells injectedwith dye. This 14%
encounter rate probably underestimates the true proportion of
LEDs, because ganglion cells with larger somata would be
oversampled.
Thus, several lines of evidence from this study indicate that the
LEDs account for15% of the ganglion cells in the rabbit retina.
In agreement with this conclusion, Rockhill et al. (2002) esti-
mated that the LEDs account for 18% of the ganglion cells in
peripheral rabbit retina, based on the assumptions that the cell
density of each ganglion cell type is proportional to the inverse of
dendritic-field area, and that all types show the same dendritic-
field overlap. In contrast, Famiglietti (2005b) estimated that the
LEDs account for only 7% of the ganglion cells in the rabbit
retina; however, his figure was based on the untested assumption
that the dendritic fields have only a 1.2-fold overlap, rather than
the twofold overlapmeasured in this study. In fact, similar to this
study, Famiglietti’s micrographs of pairs of Golgi-stained LEDs
show that the dendrites of each LED extend well into the den-
dritic field of the neighboring LED, supporting our conclusion
that the LEDs have a twofold dendritic-field overlap.
Tracer-coupling pattern
LEDs injected with Neurobiotin, which is a gap-junction perme-
able tracer (Vaney, 1991), showed no homologous tracer cou-
pling to neighboring LEDs but consistently showed heterologous
tracer coupling to two types of amacrine cells. The LED in Figure
4A shows strong tracer coupling to three wide-field amacrine
cells, whose slender varicose dendrites stratify in the same plane
as the LED. The soma of one cell is located within the dendritic
field of the LED, whereas the second soma is located on the edge
of the dendritic field and the third soma is located beyond the
dendritic field. Regardless of soma position, the dendritic tree of
each of the wide-field amacrine cells completely overlaps the
small dendritic tree of the LED, providing many points of close
apposition where gap junctions could be located. The somata of
the wide-field tracer-coupled cells were weakly immunopositive
for GABA (Fig. 4B) and immunonegative for glycine (Fig. 4C)
and glycine transporter 1, indicating that they are GABAergic,
like most types of wide-field unistratified amacrine cells (Vaney,
2003).
Although the morphology and stratification level of the wide-
field tracer-coupled cells resembled those of thewide S3 amacrine
cells, which accumulate 5,7-dHT weakly (Vaney, 1986, 1990),
double labeling established that they are different cell types (data
not shown). Moreover, NADPH-diaphorase histochemistry
showed that the wide-field tracer-coupled cells do not corre-
spond to the type 1 or type 2 nitrergic amacrine cells, both of
which also contain GABA and branch in stratum 3 (Vaney and
Young, 1988). Clearly, there aremore types of stratified amacrine
cells that are well positioned to provide synaptic input to the
LEDs than are recognized by current classification schemes
(MacNeil et al., 1999).
TheNeurobiotin-injected LED in Figure 4A shows tracer cou-
pling to a fourth amacrine cell, whose soma is smaller than that of
the three tracer-coupled wide-field cells. Such somata were im-
munopositive for glycine (Fig. 4C) and immunonegative for
GABA (Fig. 4B), indicating that they are glycinergic amacrine
cells. Although the weakly labeled processes of these cells could
not be traced, most glycinergic amacrine cells are narrow-field
neurons (Vaney, 2003), and this explains why the glycine-
immunopositive tracer-coupled somata were mostly con-
fined to the dendritic field of the LED, whereas the GABA-
immunopositive tracer-coupled somata were usually located
beyond the dendritic field of the LED. There are numerous types
of glycinergic amacrine cells in the mammalian retina, many of
which overlap stratum 3 of the inner plexiform layer (Pourcho
and Goebel, 1985; Menger et al., 1998). The narrow S3 amacrine
cell is an obvious candidate (MacNeil et al., 1999) but the only
type that could positively be excluded was the AII amacrine cell,
which is only weakly immunopositive for glycine (Vaney et al.,
1998).
Receptive-field properties
LEDs were targeted for electrophysiological recording based on
the soma size and the shape of the nucleus, as viewed under
IR-DIC optics. Six of these cells were injected with dye, thus
confirming that they had the same dendritic morphology as the
numerous LEDs studied by anatomicalmethods alone. However,
the cells were not routinely injected after recording experiments,
Figure 4. Tracer-coupling pattern of LEDs. A, Confocal reconstruction of a Neurobiotin-
injected LED reacted with Alexa 488–streptavidin shows that the LED is tracer-coupled to four
overlapping amacrine cells, three of which have wide-field unistratified dendritic trees (aster-
isks). B, Confocal reconstruction of a Neurobiotin-injected LED (green) and the corresponding
field of GABA-immunoreactive amacrine cells (red); five tracer-coupled somata that areweakly
GABA-immunopositive are located within and external to the LED dendritic field (squares),
whereas a single tracer-coupled soma that is GABA-immunonegative is located within the
dendritic field (circle). C, Confocal reconstruction of a Neurobiotin-injected LED (green) and the
corresponding field of glycine-immunoreactive amacrine cells; three tracer-coupled somata
that are strongly glycine-immunopositive are located within the LED dendritic field (circles),
whereas three tracer-coupled somata that are glycine-immunonegative are locatedwithin and
external to the dendritic field (squares).
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and instead, the following simple physiological criteria were used
to identify LEDs from extracellular recordings. (1) The cell gave
both On and Off responses to light or dark spots flashed in the
receptive-field center (Fig. 5A,B). (2) Relatively small spots of
100 m diameter elicited the strongest response (Fig. 6B). (3)
The spike train had a characteristic hourglass shape, with the
spikes being smallest0.5–1 s after stimulus initiation (Fig. 5C).
It is likely that the attenuation of the spike amplitude was partly
attributable to sodium channel inactivation at high discharge
rates given that the degree of attenuation closely mirrored the
interspike interval during the response (Fig. 5D,E). The mean
depolarization produced by the excitatory input to the cell might
also have contributed to sodium channel inactivation, because
the spike amplitude attenuation also correlatedwell with the time
course of the excitatory synaptic conductance (Fig. 5F).
Measurements taken from five LEDs under current clamp
showed that the mean resting potential was –80.8 1.9 mV, the
membrane time constant was 19.6 7.2 ms, and the input resis-
tance was 180  17 M. During whole-cell current-clamp re-
cordings, spikes rapidly became attenuated and eventually disap-
peared entirely, presumably because of the loss of intracellular
constituents to the patch electrode (data not shown). In contrast,
spikes recorded from other types of ganglion cells, using essen-
tially identical intracellular solutions, were stable for similar re-
cording periods (Velte and Masland, 1999; Oesch et al., 2005).
The reasons for the labile nature of LED spiking were not inves-
tigated further, but all analysis that required measurement of
spiking activity was performed using extracellular recordings.
Early extracellular-recording studies of the receptive-field
properties of LEDs, using spot and edge stimuli, indicated that
the LEDs are sustainedOn–Off cells that respond to local changes
in contrast, regardless of sign (Levick, 1967; Cleland and Levick,
1974; Caldwell et al., 1978). By comparison, more recent studies
of spike discharge using spatiotemporal white-noise stimuli have
indicated that LEDs are sluggishly responding Off-center cells
(DeVries andBaylor, 1997; Xu et al., 2005; Zeck et al., 2005; Berry,
2006). In the following sections, we examine the spatial and tem-
poral properties of LED receptive fields and showhow an analysis
of the underlying excitatory and inhibitory synaptic inputs can
resolve these differing viewpoints.
Spatial response properties
Area–responsemeasurementswere used tomap the spatial extent
of the LED receptive field. The Off response first appeared for a
dark spot stimulus of 20–50mdiameter. The number of spikes
increased with spot size, reached a maximum at 100–200 m,
and then declined with additional increases in spot size (Fig. 6A).
The peak response was associated with the minimum latency to
the first spike, which occurred150ms after stimulus initiation.
The area–response curve for the Off response was well described
by a difference of Gaussians (DOG) function (Fig. 6B) and was
thus typical of concentric center-surround receptive fields (Ro-
dieck and Stone, 1965). The mean center diameter at 1 SD was
145 7m and the mean surround diameter was 642 42m,
with the largest stimuli suppressing the response to 27% of the
maximum.
The area–response function for the On response, measured
when the dark spot was extinguished, was qualitatively different
from the area–response function for the Off response. Small spot
stimuli that produced a robust Off response failed to produce any
On response, with the first On response only being elicited by
stimuli of 50–100mdiameter. The On response then increased
rapidly with spot diameter, so that the optimal stimulus size for
the On response was about the same as that for the Off response
(Fig. 6B). However, theOn response wasmore strongly inhibited
than the Off response by additional increases in stimulus size and
the largest spots generally produced complete suppression of the
On response. Moreover, the abrupt increase in the On response
between the threshold and maximal levels was poorly predicted
by a DOG function. Together, these results suggested that there
aremarked differences in the circuitry underlying theOn andOff
responses, a contention that is borne out by subsequent analysis
of the temporal response properties.
The relationship between receptive-field and dendritic-field
size was examined for six LEDs that were injected with dye after
their area–response functions had been measured (Fig. 6C). The
size of the Off-center, as calculated from the DOG function, in-
creased monotonically with dendritic-field diameter, with the
line of best fit through the origin having a slope of 1.4. Conse-
quently, at each eccentricity, the receptive-field area was approx-
imately twofold larger than the dendritic-field area, probably be-
cause of the convergence of bipolar cells onto the LEDs. When
this figure is multiplied by the previously calculated twofold
dendritic-field overlap, it indicates that the LEDs have a fourfold
receptive-field overlap.
The extent of receptive-field overlap was confirmed directly
bymapping the receptive fields of two pairs of neighboring LEDs,
Figure 5. On–Off responses of LEDs.A, When a bright or dark spot of 100mdiameter was
presented for 6 s, LEDs produced sustained firing for several seconds at both the initiation and
termination of the stimulus. B, Spike-time histogram for stimulation by a dark spot, accumu-
lated from six LEDs; the ordinate shows equivalent spike-rate per trial for 10 ms bins. C, Spike
responses recorded at the initiation of a dark-spot stimulus. D, The relative amplitude of the
extracellular spikes was strongly attenuated0.5 s after stimulus initiation. E, Peak attenua-
tion of the spike amplitude coincided with the maximum spike rate during the response. F,
Synaptic conductances observed in the same cell during the light stimulus.
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whose extracellular responses were re-
corded simultaneously in response to a
pseudorandom checkerboard stimulus
updated at 21.2 Hz. The spike-triggered
average stimulus, which was calculated at
equal multiples of the stimulus period up
to 1 s before the spike, indicated that the
LEDs were Off-center cells (Fig. 7A), con-
sistent with previous reports (DeVries and
Baylor, 1997; Xu et al., 2005; Zeck et al.,
2005; Berry, 2006). The linear kernels were
very similar in four cells, which comprised
two pairs near the visual streak in a single
preparation. The spike-triggered average
stimuli were initially lighter than back-
ground and then became much darker,
reaching minimum intensity150 ms be-
fore the spike (Fig. 7B).
The extent of the receptive-field center
was determined by fitting a two-
dimensional Gaussian function to the av-
erage image obtained 150 ms before the
spike, corresponding to the peakOff mod-
ulation. Contour plots for the illustrated
cell pair show that the receptive fields
overlapped significantly at the 1 SD level,
with the edge of each receptive field reach-
ing almost as far as the center of the neigh-
boring receptive field (Fig. 7C,D). The
center-to-center distance was 34 m and
the receptive-field widths at 1 SD were 66
and 60 m, giving a 2.7- to 3.1-fold
receptive-field overlap, with the two ex-
tremes corresponding to regular square-
and hexagonal-packing of the cells, respec-
tively. Both the checkerboard results and
the area–response analysis (Fig. 6C) indi-
cated that therewasmultiple overlap of the
Gaussian centers of the LED receptive fields, when measured at
the 1 SD level, although the fourfold overlap predicted from the
area–response function was slightly greater than the threefold
overlap apparent from the paired-cell recordings.
DeVries and Baylor (1997) used similar checkerboard stimuli
with their multielectrode array (MEA) recordings and calculated
that the receptive fields of neighboring LEDs touched at their 1
SD contours, whereas we found that the 1 SD contour of each
LED extended almost as far as the center of the neighboring LED.
The reason for this difference is not clear. DeVries and Baylor’s
recordings were made 1–5 mm below the visual streak, where we
would expect the LEDs to be spaced50–90mapart. In Figure
6E of the study by DeVries and Baylor (1997), the closest LEDs
are separated by100m, raising the question of whether the 70
m spacing of their MEA undersampled the mosaic of LEDs. In
contrast, a more recent MEA study of the ganglion cells in the
guinea pig retina reported that the LEDs showed about a fourfold
receptive-field overlap (Berry, 2006), in agreement with the find-
ings of this study.
Synaptic mechanism of surround inhibition
Both the Off-center and On-center responses were inhibited by
stimuli that extended beyond the central excitatory receptive
field, with the suppression of the Off responses being incomplete
generally and the suppression of the On responses being com-
plete (Fig. 6B). It was not clear whether the surround suppressed
spiking by directly inhibiting the LED or whether it acted indi-
rectly by inhibiting the excitatory drive from bipolar cells. To
determine the mode of suppression, we made patch-clamp re-
cordings from LEDs and directly measured the excitatory and
inhibitory synaptic conductances that were elicited by center or
center-plus-surround stimulation.
Center stimulation, using a 100 m diameter dark spot, elic-
ited strong excitatory and inhibitory conductances for both neg-
ative and positive contrasts (negative contrast: Fig. 8A–D, left
panels). The synaptic inputs activated rapidly, comparedwith the
delay to the first spike. Measurements from eight cells produced
an average time to half-peak of 70  6 ms for the Off response,
and 72  5 ms for the On response; the corresponding spike
delays to half-peak were 220 and 480 ms, respectively (Fig. 5B).
Although the synaptic delays were very similar for theOn andOff
responses, the spike delays differed by more than twofold.
The different spike delays for the On andOff responses can be
explained by the magnitude and trajectory of the synaptic con-
ductances and their effects on the synaptic reversal potential, Vr.
At both the initiation (Off response) and termination (On re-
sponse) of the stimulus, Vr depolarized from about –40 to –10
mV (Fig. 8C, left). This positive shift was more rapid for the Off
response than the On response, mainly because of the different
kinetics of the excitatory inputs. The On excitation was slower to
Figure 6. Spatial response properties of LEDs. A, Spike responses of an LED to dark spots of increasing diameter (size in
micrometers) presented for 5 s (black bar). Off responses were elicited by a broad range of spot sizes, whereas On responses
appeared only when spots had a similar size to the receptive-field center. B, Area–response function for 10 LEDs, showing the
mean spike count (SEM) for dark spots of increasing diameter. The smooth curve through the Off-response data (black squares)
shows the best-fitting DOG function (seeMaterials andMethods); parameterswere as follows:Ac 121 6 spikes,c 72
4m, As 88 5 spikes, ands 321 21m. The dashed curve through the On response data (white circles) shows a
smooth interpolation of the data points. C, Comparison of receptive-field and dendritic-field diameters for six Neurobiotin-
injected LEDs; the receptive-field diameters were determined from fits to DOG functions, as shown in B.
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activate than the Off excitation (Fig. 8E, thick green lines); in
contrast, the kinetics of the inhibitory inputs were faster and
more similar for the On and Off responses (Fig. 8E, thick red
lines). However, the Off inhibition displayed an initial rapid de-
cline, not evident for the On inhibition, and this might also con-
tribute to the shorter spike latency for the Off responses.
Center-plus-surround stimulation, using an 850mdiameter
dark spot, elicited much smaller excitatory and inhibitory con-
ductances for both the Off and On responses (Fig. 8A–D, right
panels), indicating that the surround inhibition acts presynapti-
cally on both the excitatory bipolar cell inputs and the inhibitory
amacrine cell inputs. Closer examination revealed differences be-
tween the Off and On responses. The On excitation was more
strongly suppressed than the Off excitation (Fig. 8E, top panels).
Surround stimulation strongly suppressed the sustained inhibi-
tion but spared the initial transient component (Fig. 8E, bottom
panels). The initial peak of the inhibitory inputs was relatively
unaffected by surround stimulation for the On response but was
suppressed by 40% for the Off response. Overall, the results
indicate that postsynaptic integration plays little or no role in
generating the suppressive effects of the surround in LEDs.
In his original definitive study, Levick (1967) suggested that
the LEDs were inhibited most strongly
when the surround contained edges. This
idea was tested by examining whether sur-
rounds composed of square-wave gratings
produced stronger inhibition than a uni-
form surround stimulus (Fig. 9). The sur-
rounds were static and presented simulta-
neously with the center stimulation.
Although the uniform surround stimulus
consistently produced the strongest inhi-
bition, a low spatial-frequency grating
covering the same area also caused strong
inhibition, although it produced only one-
half of the mean luminance change. This
suggested that the strength of the surround
inhibition may depend on several factors,
including total luminance and the pres-
ence of edges. Additional support for this
idea was obtained by increasing the spatial
frequency of the surround grating, while
maintaining the same mean luminance
change. As the spatial frequency of the
grating in the surround increased, the in-
hibition became progressively less effec-
tive, and at the highest frequency tested,
surround stimulation produced very little
inhibition. Because the mean luminance
of the surround remained invariant as the
spatial frequency was increased, these re-
sults suggest that surround inhibition is
strongest when the surround mechanism
can resolve edges, in agreement with
Levick’s findings.
Temporal response properties
As noted above, the delay before spike ini-
tiation observed for flash stimuli appeared
to reflect rapidly activating inhibition cou-
pled with slowly activating excitation (Fig.
8D,E). The peristimulus time histograms
(Fig. 5B) and the analysis of synaptic con-
ductance (Fig. 8) underscore the marked differences in the tem-
poral properties between the On and Off responses.
We extended the analysis of the temporal response properties
using sinusoidal modulation of optimally sized spots centered on
the receptive field. At the lowest frequency tested (0.125 Hz), the
extracellular spike responses were frequency doubled, as the cell
responded during both the light and dark phases of modulation
(Fig. 10A). Peristimulus time histograms combined from trials in
10 cells revealed peak firing rates of100 Hz (Fig. 10B). The On
response was weaker than the Off response, and 0.25 Hz, the
On spikes were no longer apparent, whereas the Off spikes were
elicited up to 1–2 Hz. The sluggish responses shown by LEDs
contrasted with the relatively brisk responses shown by other
types of retinal ganglion cells, which responded well to frequen-
cies1 Hz (Fig. 10C).
To determine the synaptic basis for the sluggish spiking of
LEDs, we measured the synaptic conductances elicited by the
same sinusoidally modulated stimuli (Fig. 11). Inspection of the
conductance records showed that the inhibitory component was
strongly modulated up to the highest frequency tested, whereas
the excitatory component became relatively more attenuated.
This is most easily appreciated by considering the synaptic rever-
Figure 7. Receptive-field overlap determined from a spatiotemporal white-noise stimulus. A, Spike-triggered average stim-
ulus for one LED obtained 150msbefore the spike; stimulus pixel sizewas 40m,display ratewas 21.2Hz.B, Time course for four
LEDs (different symbols) of the intensity of the central pixels from the spike-triggered average stimulus, normalized to the
response amplitude at –150 ms; the smooth curve shows a cubic interpolation. C, D, Contour plots of the peak spike-triggered
average stimulus in two adjacent LEDs, which were recorded simultaneously, showing the extent of receptive-field overlap; the
contour plots for each cell are plotted separately for clarity. The smooth ellipses show the 1 SD contour of the best-fitting Gaussian
surface for both the plotted cell and the adjacent cell: the 1 SD contour of each LED reaches the center of the adjacent cell.
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sal potential, Vr, which is determined by the ratio of excitation to
inhibition. At low temporal frequencies,Vr is stronglymodulated
and reaches depolarizing levels approaching 0 mV. At high fre-
quencies, Vr is only weakly modulated and, for the most part,
remains below –50mV. Thus, the sluggish spiking characteristics
of LEDs can be attributed to the higher temporal response prop-
erties of inhibition relative to excitation. It is also worth noting
thatVr displayed a transient positive excursion at 2 and 4Hz (Fig.
11E,F), which underlies the tendency for LEDs to fire spikes only
during the first stimulus cycle at higher frequencies (Fig. 10A,B).
This can be explained by two factors: (1) the Off excitation is
invariably larger during the first stimulus cycle; (2) inhibition is
smaller at the onset of the stimulus and is larger during subse-
quent cycles, particularly at the higher frequencies.
A marked difference between the On and Off conductances is
manifest in the loss of On spikes at relatively low stimulus fre-
quencies. At the lowest frequency (0.125 Hz), the Vr trajectory is
depolarizing during both the dark and light phases of the stimu-
lus (Fig. 11A), and such frequency doubling is consistent with the
spike recordings (Fig. 10A,B). At 0.25 Hz, the frequency dou-
bling is much weaker because of the decline of the excitatory On
response (Fig. 11B); 0.25 Hz, the On excitation disappears,
frequency doubling vanishes, and the excitatory inputs are dom-
inated by Off responses (Fig. 11C–E). In contrast, the inhibitory
inputs demonstrate frequency doubling at all frequencies. Figure
11 shows these characteristics for a single cell that was tested at all
frequencies, and this behavior was confirmed in other cells tested
with subsets of the frequencies.
A simple model that might explain the temporal characteris-
tics assumes that the excitatory and inhibitory inputs are gener-
ated independently and then summedpostsynapticallywithin the
LED. Moreover, it is most straightforward to assume that each
pathway is linear, so that its response to the sum of two stimuli is
equal to the sum of the responses to each stimulus alone. The
question is, can the temporal response properties of LEDs be
explained by relatively sluggish excitatory inputs that are
summed postsynaptically with inhibitory inputs having a higher
temporal bandwidth? This notion was tested by recording the
responses to sinusoidal flicker stimulation at two temporal fre-
quencies, a low frequency of 0.125 Hz and a high frequency of 4
Hz. Contrary to the prediction of the linear model, the LEDs did
not generate any spikes for the two superimposed temporal fre-
quencies (Fig. 12A, bottom record). Examination of the synaptic
conductances shows how this linear model fails. The linear pre-
dictions for the excitatory and inhibitory conductances are com-
pared with the actual responses in Figure 12C. For inhibition, the
sum of the components was very similar to the dual-component
response. In contrast, the excitatory conductance deviated
strongly from the linear prediction, because of the lack of the
low-frequency component. Therefore, although postsynaptic in-
hibitory conductances appear to be important for determining
the temporal properties of LEDs, additional nonlinearities within
Figure 8. Synaptic mechanisms generating surround inhibition. A, Synaptic currents, Im, elicited by center stimulation (100mdiameter dark spot) and center-plus-surround stimulation (850
mdiameter dark spot) at a series of holding potentials from–100 to20mV in 15mV steps; the stimulus timing and contrast sign are shown by the bars above the current records.B, Examples
of the IV relations measured at the time points indicated by the arrows. The regression lines through themeasurements demonstrate that the synaptic conductances were linear over the expected
physiological voltage range; the slope and voltage axis intercept of the regression lines were used to evaluate the synaptic conductance and synaptic reversal potential, respectively. C, Synaptic
reversal potential, Vr, calculated for the currents shown inA; for clarity, the reversal potential is only displayedwhen the synaptic conductance exceeded 0.5 nS.D, Synaptic conductances calculated
for the currents shown inA; the excitatory (Ge; green) and inhibitory (Gi; red) componentswere derived as described inMaterials andMethods. E, Excitatory and inhibitory conductance components
for center (thick lines) and center-plus-surround (thin lines) stimulation; each record is an average from four LEDs.
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the presynaptic excitatory circuitry may also play a role. An ob-
vious possibility is that high-frequency stimulation produces sus-
tained inhibition of the excitatory bipolar cell terminals that are
presynaptic to the LEDs.
Discussion
LED cell density and visual acuity
The proposition that the spatial acuity of the rabbit visual system
could be set by the LED array under some conditions requires
that the LEDs are present at a sufficient density and have appro-
priately small receptive fields. Given that several lines of evidence
from this study indicate that the LEDs account for only15% of
all ganglion cells in the rabbit retina, is there independent evi-
dence that no other type of ganglion cell is present at higher
density?
Marc and Jones (2002) identified 14 types of ganglion cells in
the rabbit retina based on the molecular phenotypes of the so-
Figure 10. Temporal response properties of LEDs. A, Spike responses elicited by sinusoidal
flicker stimuli (gray) at the temporal frequencies (in hertz) indicated to the left of each record;
the stimulus was a center spot of 100m diameter at80% contrast. B, Spike-time histo-
grams accumulated from 10 cells; the ordinate is the spike frequency per trial (10 ms bins). C,
Mean normalized response amplitude (SEM) versus stimulus frequency for seven LEDs (black
squares, Off response;white circles, On response) and oneOn-center brisk-sustained cell (white
triangles). Response amplitudewas calculated as the total number of spikes elicited during the
On or Off response for an 8 s stimulus.
Figure 9. Spatial tuning of the antagonistic surround. A, Spike records obtained for the
stimuli shown to the right of each record; the stimulus timing and contrast sign are shown by
thebar below the spike records. The spot diameterwas 100mand the surrounddiameterwas
850m; the spatial period of the surround gratings is shown to the left of each record.B, Mean
response (SEM) of six cells to the stimuli shown in A. Responses are the combined spike
counts during the On and Off responses, and are normalized to the response for the center spot
alone.
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mata. Themost common type (class 6) ac-
counted for 15%of the ganglion cells; their
small somata (13 m diameter) formed a
regular mosaic, thus providing confidence
that they comprise a single functional type
(Wa¨ssle and Riemann, 1978). The class 6
cells contained elevated levels of GABA
but not glycine, whereas the LEDs might
be expected to have elevated levels of both
neurotransmitters, given that they show
tracer coupling to both GABAergic and
glycinergic amacrine cells (Fig. 4B,C)
(Vaney et al., 1998). The class 7 ganglion
cells did show such a phenotype, but they
accounted for only 5.6% of the ganglion
cells and their somata were irregularly dis-
tributed. If the class 6 cells do correspond
to the LEDs, the neurotransmitter cou-
pling between the glycinergic amacrine
cells and the LEDs must have been rather
weak in Marc and Jones’ tissue, as was the
tracer coupling in many of our own
preparations.
Is the density of LEDs high enough to
account for the visual acuity of the rabbit?
Both behavioral studies and cortical
evoked-potential measurements have
shown that the rabbit has a grating acuity
of 3 cycles/° (van Hof, 1967; Kulikowski,
1978; Vaney, 1980a), which corresponds
to 1 cycle/56 m on the retina (Hughes
and Vaney, 1981). To resolve such a grat-
ing without aliasing, Shannon’s sampling
theorem requires that the detectors be
spaced nomore than 28mapart. Indeed,
the closest LEDs observed in this study
were separated by 28 m and the smallest
LEDs had dendritic fields of only 49–53
m diameter However, based on a larger
sample of dye-injected cells, we estimated
that the LEDs in the peak visual streak have
a somatic spacing of 39  5 m, raising
doubts aboutwhether the LEDs could pro-
vide the substrate for high-acuity vision.
But it is clear that other types of ganglion
cells with wider dendritic trees, including
the On brisk-sustained cells or the Off
brisk-sustained cells, would not be present
at sufficient density to resolve a grating of 3
cycles/° on their own, unless the dendritic-
field overlap was significantly greater than
that of the LEDs.
The morphology and physiology of the presumptive LEDs in
the cat retina appear to be very similar to those of the definitive
LEDs in the rabbit retina, with the visual acceptance angle of cat
LEDs being only50% larger than the rabbit LEDs (Berson et al.,
1998). In contrast, the brisk-sustained/X-cells show greater
quantitative differences, being noticeably larger than the LEDs in
the rabbit retina andmuch smaller than the LEDs in the cat retina
(Roska and Werblin, 2001; Zeck et al., 2005). The cat’s need to
hunt fast-moving prey at close quarters has favored development
of theX-cell system,which operates at high temporal frequencies.
The rabbit’s need to detect predators during visual fixation, when
high temporal frequencies are minimal, may have favored devel-
opment of the LED system, which operates at low temporal
frequencies.
Synaptic mechanisms of spatial processing
The synaptic conductance measurements indicated that there
was a clear separation between the neuronal pathways mediating
the spatial and temporal properties of the LEDs. The spatial re-
sponse properties appeared to bemediatedmostly by presynaptic
mechanisms, evident as a strong suppression of both the excita-
tory and inhibitory inputs to the LEDs when the surround was
stimulated. Differences between the On and Off inputs in the
Figure 11. Temporal properties of excitatory and inhibitory synaptic inputs. A–F, Each of the six panels shows the synaptic
conductanceand reversal potentials for adifferent stimulus frequency (0.125–4Hz), calculatedas in Figure8. In each case, the top
panel shows the calculated excitatory conductance (green) and inhibitory conductance (red); the bottom panel shows the stim-
ulus timing (blue) and the synaptic reversal potential (black).
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degree and the spatial extent of the surround suppression suggest
that the surround ismediated by distinct amacrine cells in theOn
and Off pathways. Such presynaptic suppression is also apparent
in the patch-clamp recordings made from rabbit LEDs by Roska
and Werblin (2001) (their Fig. 3C); moreover, they also found
that the On responses were elicited over a narrow range of spot
sizes (50–200 m diameter), whereas the
Off responses were elicited by spots up to
500 m in diameter
Presynaptic surround inhibition might
include both horizontal cell inhibition in
the outer retina and amacrine cell inhibi-
tion in the inner retina. Although the cur-
rent results do not allow us to distinguish
between these possibilities, the effects of
gratings in the surround strongly support
the idea that much of the surround inhibi-
tion is generated in the inner retina by am-
acrine cells (Fig. 9) (Thibos and Werblin,
1978; Demb et al., 1999; Taylor, 1999;
Flores-Herr et al., 2001; Roska and Werb-
lin, 2001). The surround suppression de-
creased as the spatial frequency of the sur-
round grating was increased, suggesting
that these amacrine cells are most respon-
sive at an optimal spatial frequency and
become essentially blind to the highest fre-
quencies. These results are consistent with
the original finding of Levick (1967) that
LEDs are inhibited by edges in their
surround.
The essential “local” responsiveness of
local edge detectors is therefore estab-
lished presynaptic to the ganglion cells
themselves, presumably at the level of the
bipolar cell terminals driving the LEDs. In-
terestingly, a recent electron microscope
study by Famiglietti (2005a) showed that
cone bipolar cells provided 40%of the syn-
aptic input to an LED but only 20% to the
On–Off direction-selective ganglion cells,
whose synaptic input was dominated by
amacrine cells. These findings led Famigli-
etti to propose that the trigger feature of
LEDs is formed by presynaptic integra-
tion. Our study shows that this is the case
in the spatial domain, but the situation in
the temporal domain is more complex.
Synaptic mechanisms of
temporal processing
The temporal tuning of the On-spike re-
sponses of LEDs was strikingly different
from that of the Off-spike responses: the
On responses were much more sluggish
than the Off responses and they ceased at
temporal frequencies above 0.25 Hz
(Fig. 10). Conductance measurements in-
dicated that the sluggish responses reflect
in part sluggish bipolar cell inputs, with
the On bipolar cells being considerably
slower than the Off bipolar cells. During
flicker stimulation, the On excitation was
slower to rise and more sustained than the Off excitation (Fig.
11).Moreover, at the lowest frequency, theOn excitationwas less
than the Off excitation, and with increasing frequency, the On
excitation became more strongly attenuated than the Off excita-
tion. It will be interesting to determine whether these differences
arise in the outer retina as differences in glutamate receptor prop-
Figure 12. Nonlinearities in temporal response characteristics. The sinusoidal flicker stimulus (blue) was a center spot of 100
mdiameter. A, Spike recordings (black) showing responses to 0.125 Hz (top record), 4 Hz flicker (middle record), and 0.125
4 Hz flicker (bottom record); the peak-to-peak stimulus contrast was40% for single frequencies and80% for the superim-
posed frequencies. B, The measured reversal potentials (Vr; black) and the calculated excitatory (green) and inhibitory (red)
synaptic conductances are shown for each flicker stimulus. C, The black lines show the linear prediction obtained by adding
together the conductance components for the 0.125 Hz stimulus and 4 Hz stimulus (B, top andmiddle panels); the green and red
lines show the actual conductance components for the combined 0.125 4 Hz stimulus (B, bottom panel).
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erties in the bipolar cells (Awatramani and Slaughter, 2000;
DeVries, 2000), or whether they arise in the inner retina because
of GABAergic inhibition (Dong et al., 1994; Nirenberg andMeis-
ter, 1997) or differences in the transmitter release properties.
A consequence of the slower On inputs is that, at the lowest
temporal frequencies, the LEDs showed frequency doubling, sig-
naling the presence of an edge within the receptive-field center,
regardless of contrast but, at higher frequencies between 0.25
and 1 Hz, the LEDs became Off-center cells exclusively, and thus
also signaled the sign of the contrast border. This was also appar-
ent in the responses to pseudorandom checkerboard stimuli,
which showed that, for such stimuli, the LEDs are essentially
Off-center cells (Fig. 7) (DeVries, 1999; Xu et al., 2005; Zeck et al.,
2005; Berry, 2006). The dominance of the Off inputs under some
conditions suggests that quantitative models of LED function
based primarily on their On responses are unlikely to capture the
spatial and temporal complexity of the LEDs (Zeck et al., 2005).
The synaptic conductance measurements indicate that differ-
ences in the excitatory inputs are not the only mechanism of
temporal tuning. During flicker stimulation, the On inhibition
was comparable with, or slightly greater than theOff inhibition at
all temporal frequencies. The high temporal bandwidth of the
inhibitory inputs was also evident from the synaptic conduc-
tances elicited by step changes in intensity. The inhibition was
faster to activate than the excitation (Figs. 5, 8), with the result
that the synaptic reversal potential was initially held to a negative
value before depolarizing, consistent with the sluggish onset of
spiking during step responses. Such temporal disparities between
the inhibitory and excitatory inputs to rabbit LEDs are also ap-
parent in the patch-clamp recordings made by Roska and col-
leagues (Roska andWerblin, 2001; Roska et al., 2006). Consider-
ing that the inhibitory inputs reach the ganglion cell through an
additional synapse, the results suggest either that the bipolar cells
driving the excitatory inputs to the LEDs are distinct from those
driving the inhibitory amacrine cells, or that some mechanism
compensates for the additional synaptic delay.
The findings from the present study suggest that the temporal
tuning of LEDs does not result solely from the intrinsic temporal
properties of the excitatory inputs, but rather from the postsyn-
aptic integration of excitatory and inhibitory inputs with differ-
ent temporal properties. Although the postsynaptic integration
of inputs appears to be important for temporal tuning, it is clearly
not the whole story. We showed that the superposition of a high-
frequency flicker on a low-frequency flicker appeared to suppress
the response to the low-frequency stimulus, an effect that ap-
peared to be selective for the excitatory inputs. Such inhibition
generated by high frequencies has a natural correlate in the sup-
pression of LED spiking by stimuli that were designed to mimic
saccadic eye movements (Roska andWerblin, 2003). These rapid
global shifts in natural scenes also blocked several other types of
ganglion cells that ramified in the middle of the inner plexiform
layer, and it will be interesting to find out whether these ganglion
cells receive inputs from the same types of bipolar and amacrine
cells that drive the LEDs.
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